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Economic Trends
2004/2005 in Germany

Gradual increase in momentum

Germany is at the start of an economic upswing. The
period of stagnation is over, and national output has
accelerated noticeably since the start of the year. Fuelled
by the recovery in the world economy, exports are the
driving force of the revival. There are also indications of
greater dynamic in investment in equipment. This is the
early sign of recovery, so that the outlook for the later
course of this year and for 2005 is indeed favourable (cf.
figure 1 and table 1).

Nevertheless, a revival in every sector, with smooth
transmission of the stimulus from foreign trade into the
domestic economy, cannot be expected in this prognosis
period. The framework conditions in economic policy
are not sufficiently favourable. Private consumption, the
biggest component, is still held back. Employment is
hardly rising, and wage increases are still restrained.
Moreover, the reforms on the labour market and in the
health system will probably cut into disposable incomes
because transfer payments will be lower. The continua-
tion of the high savings ratio this year is an indication of
continued uncertainty among private households;
greater private provision for risk is evidently also play-
ing a part.

On average for 2004 macroeconomic growth of 1.8%
is forecast. Owing to the higher number of working days
the cyclical rate will be much lower at 1.3% (cf. table 2).

The dynamic in the economy as a whole should
reach its peak at the start of 2005, when a change in the
forces of momentum is expected. The growth in the
economy will increase employment, so that the stimulus
of foreign trade will be passed on to private consump-
tion, leading to a recovery in domestic demand. How-
ever, consumption will not accelerate the upward
momentum, as incomes from employment will rise only
moderately and transfer incomes will fall. All in all, the
stimulus from the world economy should ensure that
Germany also experiences an upswing, albeit with a

timelag, which will lead to rising employment. On aver-
age for 2005 a rise in real gross domestic product of
2.1% is to be expected.

A clear recovery in exports

Demand for German exports has improved more rapidly
than was expected at the start of this year. Exports of
goods (specialised trade) have again increased strongly
most recently (cf. figure 2), with exports to EU countries
rising particularly strongly (cf. figure 3). The increase in
the external value of the euro has had a dampening
effect on exports to the United States, but higher orders
came from the middle and eastern European countries
and Asia, where the economies are expanding at a pow-
erful rate.

Assumptions underlying the prognosis

– The price of crude oil will be around US $ 35/barrel in the
second half of 2004 and US $ 33/barrel next year.

– The exchange rate for the euro will remain at the level of
the second quarter of 2004 in this prognosis period
(US $ 1.20/euro).

– The European Central Bank will leave its key interest
rates at the present level.

– Collectively agreed wage rates will rise by about 1.8%
this year; next year they are expected to rise by 2.0%.

– Fiscal policy will implement the measures decided.

Figure 1

Real Gross Domestic Product in Germany
Adjusted for seasonal and working days effects1

DIW Berlin 2004

1 On the basis of X-12-ARIMA. — 2 Change (%) on the previous quarter, annualised 
rate (right-hand scale). — 3 Change (%) on the previous year.
Sources: Federal Statistical Office; DIW Berlin calculations.
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During this prognosis period exports will continue to
benefit from the upswing in the world economy. The
positive effect on demand will outweigh the dampening
influence of the appreciation of the euro, and it will be
helped by the high competitiveness of German export-
ers, who will profit particularly from the worldwide

upswing in investment. Gains in market shares can be
expected. However, the dynamic in the world economy
will slacken in the course of the coming year and
exports will lose some of their momentum, although still
clearly increasing. On average, in 2004 exports should
grow by 8.7% and in 2005 by 6.7%.

Table 1

Contribution to Growth in Real GDP
In percentage points

DIW estimate July 20031 DIW estimate July 20042 Difference between estimates

2003 2004 2003 2004 2003 2004

Private consumption 0.5 0.7 0.0 0.2 –0.5 –0.5

Government consumption 0.2 0.1 0.2 –0.4 0.0 –0.6

Machinery 0.1 0.4 –0.1 0.3 –0.2 0.0
Other equipment 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0

Construction –0.4 0.0 –0.4 0.0 0.0 0.1

Investment in stocks 0.3 0.2 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.2

Domestic demand 0.7 1.4 0.3 0.6 –0.4 –0.8

Exports 0.7 1.3 0.6 3.2 0.0 1.9
Imports 1.5 1.4 1.1 1.9 –0.4 0.6

Trade surplus/deficit –0.8 0.0 –0.4 1.3 0.4 1.3

GDP3 –0.1 1.3 –0.1 1.8 0.0 0.5

Figures may not sum due to rounding.
1 Data as at June 2003. — 2 Data as at June 2004. — 3 Change (%) on the previous year.
Sources: Federal Statistical Office; DIW Berlin calculations.

Table 2

Key Forecast Figures for Germany

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Gross domestic product1 (percentage change over previous year) 2.9 0.8 0.2 –0.1 1.8 2.1

Western Germany 3.0 1.0 0.2 –0.1 1.8 2.1

Eastern Germany (excluding Berlin) 1.4 –0.2 0.1 0.2 1.7 1.9

Gainfully employed2 (in 000s) 38 750 38 914 38 668 38 248 38 153 38 351

Unemployed (in 000s) 3 889 3 853 4 060 4 376 4 350 4 276

Unemployment rate3 (as a percentage) 9.1 9.0 9.5 10.3 10.2 10.0

Not gainfully employed4 (in 000s) 3 317 3 111 3 441 3 848 3 893 3 819

Percentage not gainfully employed5 7.9 7.4 8.2 9.2 9.3 9.1

Consumer prices6 (percentage change over previous year) 1.5 2.0 1.4 1.0 1.6 0.9

Unit labour costs7 (percentage change over previous year) 1.0 1.3 0.7 0.6 –1.0 –0.5

Public sector financial balance8

Euro billion 26.8 –58.8 –74.3 –82.1 –81.3 –72.6

As % of nominal GDP –1.2 –2.8 –3.5 –3.9 –3.7 –3.2

1 At 1995 prices. — 2 National (annual average based on quarterly figures). — 3 Unemployed as a percentage of the national workforce. — 4 In accordance with the conven-
tion of the International Labour Organization (ILO). — 5 Persons not gainfully employed as a percentage of the national workforce. — 6 Price index for the cost of living of all pri-
vate households. — 7 Labour costs (compensation of employees per employee) in relation to labour productivity (gross domestic product at 1995 prices per person gainfully 
employed). — 8 As defined by the national income and expenditure accounts (ESVG95 – Europäisches System volkswirtschaftlicher Gesamtrechnungen – European System 
of Integrated Economic Accounts); net financial investment 2000 including special receipts from issuing mobile telephony licences (52.3 billion euros).
Sources: Federal Statistical Office; German Bundesbank; DIW Berlin calculations; 2004 and 2005: DIW Berlin estimate and forecast.
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Imports of goods (specialised trade) grew at a moder-
ate rate in the first few months of this year, after
expanding strongly at the end of 2003. Owing to the
weakness of domestic demand their growth will at first
remain less than the dynamic in exports of goods (cf.
figure 4).

For a long time now, import prices have been falling
more than export prices, clearly improving the terms of
trade. This was mainly because the effect of the appreci-
ation of the euro in lowering import prices has been
greater than the increases in the price of crude oil and
other raw materials. This has eased the pressure on
prices for export firms caused by the higher rate for the
euro. As the effects of the currency appreciation cease
and with raw material prices persisting at a high level,
prices in foreign trade will rise again moderately. Dur-
ing this prognosis period the terms of trade will improve
only slightly.

No real revival in private consumption

The tax reductions at the start of this year did increase
disposable incomes (by 1.3%), but many consumers
responded to this by increasing saving, so that the
increase in their consumption spending remained within
limits. Moreover, the gains from the tax reduction were

counterbalanced to some extent by the introduction of
the doctors' consultation fee and higher prescription
charges.

During the rest of this year disposable incomes are
expected to rise only slightly. Gross wages and salaries
will again show a rise on average for the year as the fall
in employment will be clearly lessened. There should
also be fewer cuts in wage components outside the col-
lective agreements than last year. Net wages and sala-
ries will rise by just under 2%, helped by the tax cuts.
However, there will be reductions in labour market
expenditures, which will reduce the transfer payments
to private households. Nor will pensions be adjusted in
mid-year, and pensioners will have to bear the full cost

Figure 2

Real Exports
Adjusted for seasonal and working days effects1

DIW Berlin 2004

1 On the basis of X-12-ARIMA. — 2 Change (%) on the previous quarter, annualised 
rate (right-hand scale). — 3 Change (%) on the previous year.
Sources: Federal Statistical Office; DIW Berlin calculations.
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Figure 3

Regional Trends for German Foreign Trade1

1 NAFTA: USA, Canada, Mexico. CEE: Baltic states, Poland, Hungary, Czech
Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia, Bulgaria, Romania, Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, Repub-
lic of Moldova. East Asia: Japan, China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore, Thailand,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, South Korea. — 2 Special trade, nominal; season-
ally adjusted according to Berlin method (BV4); moving three-month average.
Sources: Federal Statistical Office; DIW Berlin calculations.
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of contributions to care insurance, which will also
dampen the trend. As the general economic situation
improves, entrepreneurial and property incomes will
rise more strongly. Taking all this together, we see that
disposable incomes should increase by 1.8% in 2004.

Consumer spending will rise by 2% this year; in real
terms, however, the growth will be much lower, at 0.4%
(cf. figure 5).

During the coming year disposable incomes, and
with them private consumption, will expand more
quickly. Collectively agreed wage increases will con-
tinue to be moderate, but as employment increases over
the year the growth in total gross wages and salaries
will be stronger (1.9%). The trend in net wages will be
clearly upward at 2.6%, not least owing to further tax
cuts at the start of 2005. However, the development will
be hampered by the merging of unemployment pay and
social assistance (Hartz IV), which will dampen the
expansion in transfer incomes to private households.
Similarly, the increase in pensions will be low, as the
previous wage rises were low and the newly introduced
sustainability formula will be taking effect. Moreover, as
part of the reform of the health system dentures will no
longer be covered by the statutory health insurance in
2005. If new insurance contracts are signed with health
insurance institutes to cover the greater risks, social
insurance payments by private households will rise,

reducing disposable incomes. If private insurance cover
is obtained the consumer price index will rise accord-
ingly.

All in all, disposable incomes are expected to rise by
2% in 2005. With lower inflation real private consump-
tion will grow by 1.2%. As the economic situation
improves and employment increases the savings ratio of
private households will fall slightly.

Upward trend in prices weakening again

At the start of this year the upward trend in prices
clearly accelerated. This was due to special effects. The
measures taken to reform the health system considera-
bly affected the consumer price index. In addition,
tobacco tax was increased on 1 March, and prices for
heating oil and other fuels rose considerably in April
and May. Prices for foodstuffs, on the other hand, fell.

The upward trend in prices should slow down in the
further course of this year. By June, petrol prices had
already fallen again. Nor is it to be expected that the
temporary rise in prices will be made the subject of
wage negotiations, so giving rise to second-round
effects. The development in collectively agreed wages
should remain very moderate this year and next. The
scope for companies to raise prices will remain slight.

Figure 4

Real Imports
Adjusted for seasonal and working days effects1

DIW Berlin 2004

1 On the basis of X-12-ARIMA. — 2 Change (%) on the previous quarter, annualised 
rate (right-hand scale). — 3 Change (%) on the previous year.
Sources: Federal Statistical Office; DIW Berlin calculations.
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Figure 5

Real Private Consumption
of Private Households
Adjusted for seasonal and working days effects1

DIW Berlin 2004

1 On the basis of X-12-ARIMA. — 2 Change (%) on the previous quarter, annualised 
rate (right-hand scale). — 3 Change (%) on the previous year.
Sources: Federal Statistical Office; DIW Berlin calculations.
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However, further increases in tobacco tax have been
decided on for 1 December 2004 and 1 September 2005.
Overall, the rise in consumer prices should be 1.6% this
year and 0.9% next.

Investment in equipment accelerating 

Companies' investment in equipment has been growing
since the third quarter of 2003, increasing at an average
annual rate of 4.2% per quarter. It will increase further
in this prognosis period, fuelled mainly by the very
dynamic development in exports following the robust
cyclical upturn in the world economy. Falling unit wage
costs will also have a positive effect on investment activ-
ity, as will financing conditions, which continue to be
favourable.

However, activity by private investors will initially
remain at a low level; this is indicated by the only mod-
erate increase in orders received by producers of capital
goods in recent months. The main factors here are com-
panies' capacity utilisation, which is still low, and uncer-
tainty over the development in oil prices. Later in this
prognosis period private consumption will fuel a revival
in investment activity. Investment in machinery and
other equipment (software etc.) is still growing steadily.

Altogether investment in machinery and equipment will
grow by 4.4% this year and 6.2% next (cf. figure 6).

First signs of stabilisation in commercial 
construction

After a temporary rise at the end of 2003, construction
investment fell again in the first quarter of this year, at
an annualised rate of 12.4%. The main reason was the
strong decline in public building investment (_40.9%).

This year the conditions in housing construction will
not essentially change. As in 2003, this investment will
continue to be supported by low mortgage interest rates
and the effects of bringing building plans forward
owing to the discussion about reducing the home owner-
ship grant. But the situation on the labour market,
which is still difficult, and the stagnation in disposable
incomes are dampening housing construction. The
strong rise in the number of building permits given at
the end of 2002 and in 2003, and the renewed fall in
orders received in recent months suggest that the stimu-
lus of the favourable mortgage interest rates is not
strong enough to counter the dampening effects, so that
only some of the permits will result in actual building in
the further course of this prognosis period. Moreover,
there is still a big oversupply of housing in some
regions, and this is also discouraging investment in
rented housing construction.

Figure 6

Real Investment
in Machinery and Other Equipment
Adjusted for seasonal and working days effects1

DIW Berlin 2004

1 On the basis of X-12-ARIMA. — 2 Change (%) on the previous quarter, annualised 
rate (right-hand scale). — 3 Change (%) on the previous year.
Sources: Federal Statistical Office; DIW Berlin calculations.
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Table 2

Building Investment1 in Germany

2002 2003 2004 2005

Euro billion

Housing 124.7 121.4 122.3 123.7

Non-residential2 92.3 88.4 87.9 87.9

Government 28.0 25.9 25.3 24.8

Other sectors 64.3 62.5 62.6 63.1

Total3 217.1 209.8 210.2 211.6

Change (%) on the previous year

Housing –5.8 –2.7 0.7 1.1

Non-residential2 –6.0 –4.3 –0.5 0.0

Government –4.7 –7.6 –2.2 –2.2

Other sectors –6.5 –2.9 0.2 0.9

Total –5.8 –3.4 0.2 0.7

1 At 1995 prices; on national accounting definitions (ESNA 95). — 2 Building
construction and civil engineering for the public and private sectors. — 3 Figures
may not sum due to rounding.
Sources: Federal Statistical Office; 2004 and 2005: DIW Berlin estimate and
prognosis.
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Investment in commercial building has fallen contin-
uously in real terms since 1995, by about one quarter.
The shrinking process will continue for a time, despite
the cyclical recovery. However, the first signs of stabili-
sation are appearing. This is indicated by the inflow of
orders for commercial construction, which rose in the
first quarter of 2004 for the first time for two years.
However, excess supply is still being worked off for
rented premises, and investment in this type of commer-
cial building will not stabilise until next year.

The number of building permits for public clients
and the appropriate inflow of orders fell only slightly
most recently. Nevertheless, public construction invest-
ment will fall further in this prognosis period (cf.
table 3). The reason is still the difficult financial situa-
tion for the public budgets. All in all, construction
investment will rise by 0.2% this year and 0.7% next (cf.
figure 7).

No recovery on the labour market 
before mid-2004

The development on the labour market was still domi-
nated by the economic stagnation until the first quarter
of this year. At 49 000, seasonally adjusted, the fall in
the number in employment was actually greater than in
the preceding quarters. A change in the trend is evident

in the services sector, where the development is largely
determined by the number of self-employed, which has
been growing for three quarters now. This in turn is
because of the large number of Ich-AGs. A change in the
trend is also evident in the number in mini-jobs, which
has been growing since the third quarter of 2003.1

Owing to the usual cyclical timelag employment will not
start to increase until about the middle of this year. On
average for the year a fall of 95 000 persons (_0.2%) is to
be expected (cf. figure 8). In the course of the recovery
the number in employment will rise by 200 000 (0.5%)
next year. As the 'Hartz' measures will lead to a reduc-
tion in the traditional labour market measures, such as
job creation schemes, and an increase in new forms,
such as Ich-AGs, the number of self-employed will grow
in 2004. At the same time the number in dependent
employment will fall more strongly, by about 200 000
persons or 0.6%, than the total number employed. For
next year this difference will narrow slightly, as the
change in the system of labour market policy will be
largely complete. The number in dependent employment
is expected to rise by 0.4%.

Owing to the labour market reforms (Job-AQTIV,
Hartz I, II and III) the trend in unemployment since the
second quarter of 2003 has no longer been a mirror
image of the trend in employment. The effects of the
planned merging of unemployment pay and social
assistance (Hartz IV) on the number unemployed are not
taken into account here. The unemployment statistics
have also been changed in that participants in aptitude
tests and training courses are no longer counted as
unemployed, and this has resulted in a one-off reduction
in the number unemployed by 81 000. For these reasons
it is difficult to interpret the trends in cyclical terms.
Without the amendment to the legislation the number
unemployed would have increased further at the start of
this year. However, the effects of the adjustment and
amendment to the statistics will largely disappear as
time goes on, so that this year and next the trends in
unemployment and employment will again be mirror
images of each other.

For these reasons, and with the improving general
economic situation, the fall in unemployment will con-
tinue in the second half of the year. On average for this
year the number unemployed will be 4.35 million
(_30 000 from last year). Next year a fall of 75 000 is
expected, so that unemployment will remain nearly
unchanged at its current high level.

Figure 7

Real Investment in Construction
Adjusted for seasonal and working days effects1

DIW Berlin 2004

1 On the basis of X-12-ARIMA. — 2 Change (%) on the previous quarter, annualised 
rate (right-hand scale). — 3 Change (%) on the previous year.
Sources: Federal Statistical Office; DIW Berlin calculations.
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1  The substitution effects of the amendment to the legislation (1 April
2003) that changed jobs on which social insurance is payable into
mini-jobs are estimated by the Federal Employment Agency at
241 000 persons. If this effect is not taken into account the downward
trend from the previous year did not stop until September 2003.
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Public budgets: despite stagnating 
expenditure only a slow reduction 
in the public deficit

With the low level of economic activity the financial sit-
uation of the public budgets has not yet improved,
although a number of consolidation measures have been
introduced. They include the reduction of tax conces-
sions, raising rates of tax (tobacco) and cutbacks on the

expenditure side (reducing subsidiary wage costs, can-
celling subsidies, cutting down and reclassifying serv-
ices in the statutory health system). Tax reductions are
another reason why the public financing deficits, as
defined by the national accounts, are expected to be only
slightly smaller this year than last. According to the
prognosis presented here the gap will be 81 billion euros
(2003: 82 billion euros). At 3.7% of nominal GDP the
limit for the deficit set in the Stability and Growth Pact
will again be clearly exceeded.

Figure 8

Persons in Employment and Unemployed
Seasonally adjusted1

1 On the basis of X-12-ARIMA.
Sources: Federal Statistical Office; Federal Labour Office; DIW Berlin calculations.
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Economic policy

Thanks to the upswing in the world economy, condi-
tions are now more favourable for economic policy,
which only six months ago still had to operate in a stub-
bornly stagnating economy. The turnaround has been
achieved, and the persistent stagnation has been over-
come. Macroeconomic output is increasing again, albeit
still at a restrained rate, but it is essentially being fuelled
by strong growth in demand in the world economy (cf.
figure 9). Domestic demand is still weak and it will prob-
ably not recover until later in this prognosis period. Eco-
nomic policy therefore faces the tasks of doing every-
thing to ensure that the germinating cyclical recovery
lasts and warding off any possible dangers.

The biggest danger at present is the rapid rise in
raw materials prices, especially oil and petrol prices.
Higher production costs and consumer prices rising at a
faster rate will put a brake on economic development.
Basically this is a temporary supply shock, but it will
have a negative effect on production conditions by mak-
ing an essential input item more expensive. The rise in
oil prices will moderate again, but indirect risks can
arise that are essentially the concern of economic policy.

Firstly, wage policy in the euro zone. It would be
ideal if wage policy did not respond at all to the acceler-
ated rise in consumer prices caused by energy price
rises. If nominal wages were kept at the present level the
loss of real incomes implicit in higher oil prices would be
borne directly by the workforce. The profitability of
companies would not be reduced to the extent that they
could pass on the rise in costs from the rise in oil prices
in their own prices. How this as a whole would affect
corporate investment activity, for example, also depends
on the current situation and the uncertainty over how
long the oil price shock will last. Restraint in wage
demands would be particularly welcome, as profitability
is low in any case.

Wage policy response to the oil price shock in 2000
was almost ideal throughout the euro zone. Wage rises
hardly accelerated at all. In particular, they were clearly
lower than in the 1980s and certainly the 1970s, when oil
price hikes gave rise to serious inflationary processes.
However, the judgement is much less positive when
individual countries are considered. The overall
response which maintained stability was mainly due to
marked restraint in wage demands in Germany and
Austria, while in other countries, particularly Spain and
Portugal, wage rises accelerated noticeably, in many
cases as the result of indexing clauses, although this did
not lead to very different developments in real wages.
However, the development in wages in Spain and Italy
did pose risks to price stability, creating a very uneven
distribution of the contribution to stabilisation in the

euro zone. Without this counterstability behaviour in
some countries interest rates would presumably also
have been lower.

The second great danger is exaggerated reaction in
monetary policy. If wage policy reacts suitably and an
inflationary spiral does not start the central bank does
not need to intervene and raise interest rates, even if
prices are rising at an accelerated rate, for in that case
the higher inflation rates will only be a temporary phe-
nomenon. Moreover, the oil price shock will tend to
dampen economic activity, and pressure to lower prices
will tend to come from the demand side. Rapid increases
in interest rates now would be fatal to the recovery proc-
ess and could bring the revival that is just beginning to
be apparent in the euro zone to a premature standstill.
That is reminiscent of the period 1999/2000, when the
ECB put interest rates up seven times altogether when
there was a comparable oil price shock in an economic
situation that was initially similar. At that time mone-
tary policy was one of the factors that brought the
dynamic in the economy to an abrupt halt. As the situa-
tion at present is very much less stable it is essential for
a repetition to be avoided.

Admittedly, the present oil price shock raises
another fundamental question. As with the upswing in
1999/2000, we now have a global cyclical upswing with
a steep rise in oil prices. It is not surprising that in
phases when demand and output are expanding world-
wide prices for raw materials in general and oil in partic-
ular rise. This is partly a reflection of the improvement
in the general economic situation and to that extent does
not constitute a problem. However, should it become
apparent that the supply of oil does not respond elasti-
cally to the higher prices, and oil output is not being
greatly increased despite the higher demand, the rise in
prices that would then continue, and the resultant reduc-
tion in real incomes, could prove an obstacle to the con-
tinuation of the cyclical upswing. There would also be a
greater risk of inflation. As a result the ECB and the
other central banks in the world could find themselves
forced to raise interest rates. This risk is the greater as
the upswing is currently being borne largely by such
economies as the United States and particularly China,
which have a low efficiency in energy consumption.
Consequently, the present upward trend is very energy-
intensive, and as a production factor, energy, especially
oil, could in these circumstances hamper a global
upswing, at least in the short term. In the longer term
the replacement of oil as an input factor, which is also
being enforced by economic policy, should ease this dif-
ficulty.

Another cause for concern is the persistent weakness
of domestic demand, particularly private consumption.
The greatly repressed trend in incomes that has lasted
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for three years now, combined with the reduction in
claims on the social security system as a result of the
reform policy, has led to a low level of consumption. The
dampening effect on private consumption caused by the

reform policy can only be overcome by an upswing, and
if only for that reason an economic policy that will stim-
ulate the upswing and not hamper it is absolutely essen-
tial.

Figure 9

Domestic Demand and Exports in International Comparison

1 Seasonally adjusted, at constant prices.
Sources: OECD; Federal Statistical Office; DIW Berlin calculations.
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Fiscal policy: consolidation strategy 
to be oriented at expenditure targets

This year, too, fiscal policy will clearly overshoot the
upper limit for the deficit laid down in the Stability and
Growth Pact. This is due firstly to the persistent stagna-
tion and secondly, to the _ albeit half-hearted _ policy of
attempting to revive the economy by bringing forward
part of the third stage of tax reform and so compensate
the restrictive effects of the expenditure policy. A simi-
lar pattern is likely for next year. However, the tax cuts
will be less, so that the very restrictive course in expen-
diture will be felt more keenly. The deficit will fall mark-
edly, but it is still expected to be a good 3% of nominal
GDP. That would not fulfil the recommendation of the
European Commission to bring the overall public deficit
down below the reference figure in 2005, but the fall
would be as great as the European Commission requires
for the structural component.2 That 'structural' mea-
sures, especially reduced unemployment pay and the
changes to the health system, will play a part in the
development of the deficit rate next year is undisputed.
However, there are considerable methodological difficul-
ties in subdividing the deficit into a structural and a
cyclical component.3

It is all the more difficult when, as the European
Commission has done, concrete recommendations for
policy action are given that will have far-reaching politi-
cal consequences.   It is in any case immaterial for the
cyclical development whether the deficit is cyclical or
structural. Ultimately any increase in the deficit will
have an expansive effect and any reduction be restric-
tive. The decisive factor in the assessment is the general
economic background against which the various fiscal
policy measures are instigated. That the general eco-
nomic background plays a major part in whether the
deficit in the public budgets is large or small or a sur-
plus has actually been achieved, is ultimately reflected
in the assessment of the national fiscal policies by the
European Commission. The rather rigid and restrictive
rules in the Stability and Growth Pact have been inter-
preted relatively flexibly in political discussion in recent
weeks and months. Nevertheless, the question remains
whether a fiscal policy aiming for a balanced budget or
even a surplus in the medium term, that is, beyond one
economic cycle, will succeed if oriented to a specific defi-
cit target. And although the European Commission has
responded relatively flexibly the procedure is still some-

what arbitrary and lacks transparency. Thus, a high
degree of uncertainty remains regarding the scope actu-
ally allowed for anti-cyclical steering in national poli-
cies.

If fiscal policy is to remain capable of action in
future the public budgets must be consolidated in the
medium term. If there if sufficient impetus in the econ-
omy as a whole, surpluses could actually be achieved
and the debt ratio was thus reduced more rapidly. Expe-
rience in the United States in the 1990s shows that this
is possible. A credible and realistic policy cannot consist
in setting numerically fixed deficit targets year after
year that are never achieved. The Federal Government
has indeed consistently failed to meet its own targets in
the stagnation of recent years. This is because the politi-
cal decision-makers can only exert a very limited influ-
ence on the development of their revenues, at least in the
short term. State revenues largely depend on conditions
in the economy as a whole. This is why DIW Berlin has
repeatedly argued that greater use should be made of
the expenditure side in consolidating the public budgets
by setting a binding line for expenditure. The grants
paid by the Federal Government to unemployment
insurance should be excluded from this line as they
largely depend on the economic situation. Nor should
the expenditure by the statutory social insurance insti-
tutes be included. The consideration here is that the stat-
utory insurance systems are oriented on principle to the
idea of equivalence, and they finance additional expend-
iture by raising contribution rates; the 'non-insurance'
services financed by the central, state and municipal
authorities are exceptions to this.

All considerations involved in drawing up the bud-
get should be oriented to this expenditure line. If they
were the expenditure targets would not be adjusted to
cyclical fluctuations and the automatic stabilisers could
have their full effect; in other words procyclical behav-
iour could be avoided.4 With given revenues the expend-
iture target and the deficit target are identical, but they
are not in the dynamic approach.

In this concept the question of the level to which the
expenditure line should be oriented is of decisive impor-
tance. On principle the trend in nominal GDP is appro-
priate _ defined, for instance, as a moving average run-
ning beyond the current cycle. If expenditure policy fol-
lows this line the 'state share' of GDP will not change
through the cycle and beyond and the status quo will
continue. If the actual development in GDP deviates
downwards from the medium-term trend expenditure
policy will have a stabilising effect, meaning it will be2  According to the recommendations of the European Commission in

April this year, the 'structural' deficit should be reduced by at least
0.5% in 2005 in order to ensure that the overall public deficit will fall
to below 3% of nominal GDP.
3  For more detail see 'Economic Trends 2004/2005 in Germany', in:
DIW Economic Bulletin, vol. 41, no. 1, January 2004.

4  Cf. also T. Daban et al.: 'Rules-based Fiscal Policy and the Fiscal
Framework in France, Germany, Italy and Spain', IMF Working
Paper, Washington D.C., 2001.
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anticyclical. If it deviates upward state expenditure will
have a dampening effect on macro demand. The same
applies, it may be said, to revenues, for their growth
rates will also be lower than the trend in a downswing
and higher in an upswing. Of course, the trend line for
the economy as a whole will also be affected by state
action, as increased expenditure affects the infrastruc-
ture or tax reductions have a positive effect on economic
growth.

If the deficit or debt ratio are regarded as too high
for policy purposes an expenditure line must be fixed
that is lower than the trend rate in nominal GDP
through and beyond the cycle. There is, then, a need for
cutbacks at every policy level, regardless of what is hap-
pening on the revenue side. In a federal state such as
Germany a political body, e.g. the Fiscal Planning Coun-
cil, can implement such policies for the domestic econ-
omy without the need for lengthy negotiations on the
vertical and horizontal divisions of the upper limits for
the deficit. It is only necessary to fix the expenditure line
at each level. Policy cannot escape the need to weigh
short-term considerations, that is, the needs of the cur-
rent economic situation, against medium term consider-
ations, that is, allocation targets. Unlike an approach
dictated entirely by the deficit target, in adhering to an
expenditure line policy can concentrate on influencing
those factors which it can really steer. Even here, how-
ever, it must be taken into account that a discretionary
expenditure policy will come up against limits in the
short term because many items of public expenditure
are bound by legislation on services that can only be
amended in a complex legislative process.

Nevertheless, the concept of a line for expenditure
clearly raises the question of the responsibility of politi-
cal action and with it the question of the means of sanc-
tion. Without the possibility of sanctions the upper lim-
its for expenditure cannot be made binding for the
domestic economy. But 'external' sanctions are also eas-
ier to impose with a strategy that is oriented to expendi-
ture targets, because the reasons for misdirection are
easier to recognise. The erosion of tax revenues by the
low level of economic activity is not taken into account
in the assessment, and nor are the grants needed to
make up the shortfall in unemployment insurance.

In the past the macroeconomic targets on which the
Federal Government's fiscal planning within the stabil-
ity programmes was based were generally too optimis-
tic. That is one reason why policy has often fallen into
the credibility trap in recent years. If fiscal policy is ori-
ented to an expenditure line the estimate of future macr-
oeconomic conditions is less important as a basis for fis-
cal policy action.

What expenditure line should fiscal policy decision-
makers adhere to in the next few years? If state expendi-

ture rises at an average annual rate of 2.0% in the next
few years _ which is the current trend rate _ the deficits
would remain almost unchanged, or be reduced
(increased) if the economy performed better (worse) than
the trend. In the Spring Report by the Research Insti-
tutes, IWH and DIW Berlin were in favour of a medium-
term expenditure path of 1.5%. Measured by the current
trend, which is determined by the persistent general
stagnation of recent years, this is a rather restrictive
course. If this development were to be projected it would
be more than a decade before the public budgets were in
balance. But this 'stagnation scenario' is not very likely
to materialise. If economic activity picks up the restric-
tive expenditure course will, as it were, automatically
become more severe. However, in any case this path
would leave policy much more scope for action than it
has at present. It needs that scope in view of the central
tasks it will face in future: a marked increase in spend-
ing on the public infrastructure and on education,
knowledge and research. The past cutbacks in spending
in these areas are one of the reasons for the low level of
growth in Germany.

European monetary policy: low interest 
rates still needed despite price shock

Despite the latest rise in oil prices, in all probability the
European Central Bank will only miss its inflation tar-
get by a very little this year. Considering the price trend
since the introduction of the euro in 1999, it is less aston-
ishing that the consumer price index rose at just under
2% in three out of the four years than that it has
remained so close to 2% (see box) this year despite some
very adverse price hikes. This is partly due to monetary
policy, which, with an eye to its initially uncertain repu-
tation, has tended to be restrictive, so contributing to the
marked economic slowdown since 2000, instead of act-
ing quickly and decisively to counteract this.5

In the short term it is hardly possible for a central
bank to neutralise the direct influence of adverse price

5  The restrictive bias of the ECB's policy is also evident in the quanti-
fication of the reference figure for the development of the money sup-
ply. The reference figure of 4.5% implies a medium-term price rise of
1.5%, which is below the medium-term inflation target of less than but
'close to' 2% formulated last year. However, the economic research
institutes and the Council of Experts were in favour of a money supply
target of 5%, albeit for different reasons. Cf. Sachverständigenrat für
die Beurteilung der gesamtwirtschaftlichen Entwicklung: 'Wirt-
schaftspolitik unter Reformdruck', Annual Report for 1999/2000, p.
243; 'The World Economy in the Autumn of 2000' and 'The German
Economy in the Autumn of 2000', in: DIW Economic Bulletin, vol. 37,
no. 11, November 2000; Silke Tober: 'Crucial Role of Monetary Policy
in Economic Upturn', in: DIW Economic Bulletin, vol. 37, no. 12,
December 2000.
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shocks on the inflation rate. If no second-round effects
from compensatory wage demands occur the primary
effect will ebb relatively rapidly, and the inflation rate
will fall back to its former level. In theory and practice
the view has therefore become established that a central
bank should not react to the direct effects of price hikes.6

However, if monetary policy has a restrictive effect the
core inflation rate _ that is, the basic dynamic in infla-
tion _ will be reduced as a result of reduced economic

activity and higher unemployment, and after the shock
has ebbed the central bank will be below its inflation

Price hikes since the start of Monetary Union

The main price shocks since the start of monetary union have
been the tripling of the oil price between January 1999 and
December 2000, the rise in food prices which followed imme-
diately after and was the result of livestock diseases and
extreme weather conditions, and the latest leaps in oil prices
and regulated prices. Energy prices accounted for a good half
of the total rise in the harmonised index of consumer prices
(HICP) in 2000 at 1.1 percentage points, although their share
in the basket of commodities was only 8.4%. In 2001 it was
food prices that made an overproportional contribution to the
rise, at 0.8 percentage points or one third of the rise in the
price level, although they account for less than 15% of the
basket of commodities. Regulated prices1 contributed twice as
much to the rise between 1997 and 1999 than appropriate for
their weight in the basket, and this year, too, after a strong rise
last year, they will be one of the reasons why the rise in the
HICP will be considerably higher than the underlying inflation

rate. 1.4 percentage points of the rise in the HICP in May 2004
were due to regulated prices (0.9 percentage points) and
energy prices (0.5 percentage points), and without these two
groups of commodities the index would only have risen by
1.2%.
Figures 10 and 11 show the extent of the price hikes caused
by oil, foodstuffs and regulated prices since the start of mone-
tary union, and the contribution of these groups to the total
rise in prices.

Figure 10

The Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices 
and Selected Part-indices
Change on the previous year (%)

Sources: Eurostat; DIW Berlin calculations.
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[cp0735], postal services [cp081], education and teaching [cp010],
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Figure 11

Contributions by Selected Part-indices to the 
Rise in the HICP
In percentage points

* HICP change (%).
Sources: Eurostat; DIW Berlin calculations.
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6  Cf. J.B. Taylor: 'How Should Monetary Policy Respond to Shocks
while Maintaining Long-Run Price Stability? _ Conceptual Issues', in:
Achieving Price Stability, Symposium Proceedings 1996, Federal
Reserve Bank of Kansas City, p. 181 ff.; L.B.O. Svensson: 'Monetary
Policy and Real Stabilisation', in: 'Rethinking Stabilization Policy',
Symposium, Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City, Jackson Hole 2002,
p. 69 ff.
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target. This in turn will require renewed reaction in
monetary policy.

Price shocks are a problem if they affect wage rates.
The ECB feared second-round effects of this kind after
the last oil price shock in 1999/2000, particularly as the
economic trend was strong. In 2000 it raised interest
rates six times altogether _ most recently in the fourth
quarter of 2000. At that time the European economy had
already slackened noticeably, and Germany was already
experiencing stagnation.7 In the next few years interest
rates were lowered only hesitantly, despite the world-
wide downswing, the dampening effects of the higher oil
prices, the drastic collapse in share prices and the
greater uncertainty following the 9.11 attacks.8 The ECB
was in a difficult situation in that in some euro zone
countries demands for supplementary wage payments
had been made as the wage agreements were index-
linked. In fact, the higher interest rates had less of an
effect in these countries than in countries practising
wage restraint, as disposable incomes rose more slowly
there and real interest rates were at a high level. With
the price shocks the ECB has not had an easy ride since
the start of currency union. In retrospect, however, the
economic slowdown, which has been going on for more
than three years now, and the decline in the rise in
wages from employment to the low present rate of 2%
(fourth quarter of 2003) confirm the view that monetary
policy has responded too slowly and too weakly to the
real economic slowdown.

At present, with the strong upward movement
abroad, the revival in the domestic economy and the
moderate wage trend, there is a chance that growth will
last for several years in the euro zone, leading to a
reduction in unemployment. Many may fear bigger
wage rises in response to the rapid price rises in some
countries, but it would be counterproductive to narrow
the scope for growth in response to this remnant of risk.
We need such institutions as the Macroeconomic Dia-
logue, and such regulations as the implicit index-linking
that is conflicting with monetary policy in some coun-
tries need to be removed. Should there be excessive or
insufficient inflation in some regions fiscal policy should
act. The ECB would be well advised not to ignore these
aspects in its statements on the other policy areas.

The upswing that is just gathering momentum must
not be allowed to lose its dynamic, for this would pre-
vent any marked improvement in the labour market and
the public budgets. The bad experience with the recent
stagnation and with upswings that were braked in the
past should induce the ECB to continue its present
expansive course in monetary policy, at least until the
end of this prognosis period. Should the economic situa-
tion deteriorate from the prognosis presented here the
ECB should immediately lower interest rates. By con-
trast, a better development than expected here would
not constitute a reason to raise interest rates quickly in
view of the big output gap in the euro zone, as long as
the employers and trade unions continue their policy of
moderate growth in wages. A monetary policy that is
aimed at achieving high and steady growth in the gross
domestic product can in this way exert a positive influ-
ence on the growth in the production potential. Above
all, it can achieve a reduction in basic unemployment.9

A rising employment rate fuelled by good employment
opportunities will then give an additional impetus to the
production potential. A moderate wage development is
essential for this positive, self-intensifying mechanism
to work. This cannot be stated often enough _ by the
ECB as well. However, the ECB should also make it
plain that it is willing to honour moderation in wage
demands by pursuing an expansive monetary policy
and so helping to build up employment.

Wage policy

The nominal trend in wages in Germany has been very
moderate for years. In no other country in the euro zone
have wages risen so little since 1995 as here, although
unemployment is about on the euro zone average (cf. fig-
ures 12 and 13). The development in wages is still mark-
edly below the sum of the development in productivity
and the central bank's target inflation rate. On the one
side this is having a number of positive effects. The
international competitiveness of the German economy
has increased, particularly vis-à-vis the other countries
in the euro zone. This is evident from the development
in exports, which is still extremely positive by interna-

7  Econometric studies have shown that for Germany monetary policy
measures work three times more strongly in a downswing than in an
upswing. That may be one reason why the economic slowdown was so
marked in Germany. Cf. Vladimir Kuzin and Silke Tober: 'Asymmetric
Effects of Monetary Policy in Germany', DIW Berlin Discussion
Paper, no. 351, February 2004. 
8  Cf. Silke Tober: 'Europäische Geldpolitik _ Zinssenkung wäre stabi-
litätsgerecht', in: Wochenbericht des DIW Berlin, no. 49/2001, and
'Economic Trends 2003/2004', in: DIW Economic Bulletin, vol. 40,
no. 8, August 2003

9  On the relation between actual unemployment and 'structural' unem-
ployment (Nairu) see N. Gregory Mankiw: 'The Inexorable and Myste-
rious Tradeoff between Inflation and Unemployment', in: The
Economic Journal, vol. III, 2001, pp. 45-61; Dennis Snower, Marika
Karanassou and Hector Sala: 'The European Phillips Curve: does the
NAIRU exist?' In: Applied Economics Quarterly, vol. 49, vo. 2, 2002,
pp. 93-121; Camille Logeay and Silke Tober: 'Time-Varying Nairu and
Real Interest Rates in the Euro Area', ENEPRI Working Paper, no. 24,
Brussels, October 2003.
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tional comparison, despite the massive appreciation of
the euro last year. In itself this is also creating new jobs.

Whether such restraint in nominal wage demands
will increase employment in the economy as a whole
depends on a number of factors that are often over-
looked. Certainly in Germany the volume of employment
has not increased since 1995, despite the wage restraint.
The level of employment is determined firstly by the
(relative) costs of the factor labour _ real wages _, and

secondly by macroeconomic demand.10 The way wage
restraint has been practised in Germany in the past has
not influenced either of these to the extent needed for an
extensive increase in employment. Real wages in Ger-

Figure 12

Labour Costs in International Comparison

1 Compensation of employees per capita; seasonally adjusted. — 2 Deflated by GDP deflator.
Sources: European Commission; Federal Statistical Office; DIW Berlin calculations.
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10  Cf. A. van der Hors: 'Structural Estimates of Equilibrium Unem-
ployment in Six OECD Economies', CPB Discussion Paper, no. 19, The
Hague, 2002; Deutsche Bundesbank: 'Macro-Econometric Multi-Coun-
try Model: MEMMOD', Occasional Paper of the Deutsche Bundesbank,
Frankfurt a.M., June 2000.
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many have not risen at so moderate a rate as nominal
wages by international comparison. This is because
inflation slackened as well, indeed very much more than
in the other euro zone countries. That was not least a
result of the marked restraint in nominal wages. In a
competitive economy the cost advantages that thus
accrue to companies are ultimately largely passed on to
end-users, so bringing the inflation rate down. However,
this reduces the dampening effect on real wages, and the
more so the worse the general economic situation is, for
with under-utilised capacities and correspondingly
fierce competition companies are forced to hand on the
cost advantages of lower wages. Moreover, as a result of
the low inflation rate real interest rates are high by
European comparison, and this is dampening invest-
ment activity.

Nevertheless, the increases in real wages are also
lagging behind the development in productivity in Ger-
many, and in conjunction with the improvement in inter-
national competitiveness this should actually have
improved the employment situation. However, this has
not happened. This is due to the repercussions of this
wage policy strategy on macroeconomic demand. In
large economies such as Germany, in which foreign
trade plays an important but _ in contrast to the Nether-
lands, for example _ not a dominant role, the effect of the
development in wages on domestic demand is impor-
tant.11

A lower rate of growth in macroeconomic demand
dampens the development in production and employ-
ment. Wage restraint such as has been practised in Ger-
many in recent years is mainly reflected in a lower rate
of development in incomes and consumption. So the
weakness in consumption in Germany is also due to
wage policy.

A wage policy strategy oriented more to the growth
trend in productivity and the ECB's inflation target
would have avoided that. Even then, companies' per-
formance would not have been hampered by excessive
wage increases, and neither international competitive-
ness nor price stability would have suffered. However,
the development in incomes would have been stronger
and this would have stabilised consumption, which has
in any case been exposed to considerable strains in
recent years.

We see from the experience in France that a different
development is possible. There wages are more strongly
oriented to the trend in productivity than in Germany,
and incomes rise faster although they are subject to sim-
ilar strains. This keeps consumption relatively stable.

The relation is even more marked in Italy and Spain,
although here wage policy lost sight of the level
required for stability, and inflation rose markedly. As
such behaviour jeopardises price stability and reduces
competitiveness an extensive recovery is not possible.

11  This is also because, as estimates have shown, companies respond
only under-proportionately to the development in wages. Cf. 'Eco-
nomic Trends 2003/2004', op.cit.

Figure 13

Unit Labour Costs1 
in International Comparison

DIW Berlin 2004

1 Gross income from dependent employment as a share of real GDP; seasonally 
adjusted.
Sources: OECD; Federal Statistical Office; DIW Berlin calculations.
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